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Ephemeral Mapping

Data Driven Maps  

- Robert Hodgin
- Aaron Koblin

- Dave Bowker
- Stephan Brautigam
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Drift

Layering
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Rhizome 
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Robert Hodgin has been captivated by invisible forces since he first programmed a magnetic repulsion effect six years ago.  Since then, 
Robert has explored the phenomenon of electrostatic fields and gravitational forces, using these invisible forces to create audio visualisations, 
natural simulations, and artistic interpretations.
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Mapping the Informal

Ephemeral
Jan Rothuizen
Soak

Data Dave Bowker

Aaron Koblin

Robert Hodgin

Attempting to produce ephemeral 
understanding through data driven 
research

Stephan Brautigam
Philipp Steinweber
Andreas Koller
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Mapping Techniques

Drift

Layering

Game-Board

Rhizome "The rhizome connec ts any point to any other point...it has neither beginning nor end, but always a 
middle (milieu) from which it grows and overspills, [constituting] linear multiplicities."” (244, Agency 
of Mapping)

"...cities are dynamic and multiple; they comprise a vast range of 'players' and 'agents' whose 'effects' 
flow through the system, continually reworking the variety of urban spaces in any given field."” (240, 
Agency of Mapping)

"Map reflected subjective, street-level desires and perceptions rather than a synoptic totality of the city's 
fabric."” (231, Agency of Mapping)

"...the superimposition of various indepe3ndent layers one upon the other to produce a heterogeneous 
and 'thickened' surface."” (235, Agency of Mapping)
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Experience Driven Diagram
Case Study: SOAK

Image Lexicon
Photosection
A Photosection sequence that cuts through time and space with rhythm and purpose.

Line Drawing
A drawing that constructs a landscape from a terrain by calling out things - objects, topographies, divides.

Terrain Plot
A composite print that weaves two or more landscapes on a gradient to allow new extractions and meanings.

Mithiterrain
A ground that extends from the confined Mithi of maps through the agency of design projects that build resilience.

Photowalk
A photographic recording that gathers moments, rhythms adn adjacencies of a terrain.

Project
A layered drawing that transforms a photowalk through naming, sectioning, seeding, adn programing.

Perspective
A sequence of montages that relate multiple intiations on a horizon

Place
Ground
Armature
Notation
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Photosection
A Photosection sequence that cuts through time and space with rhythm and purpose.
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Terrain Plot
A composite print that weaves two or more landscapes on a gradient to allow new extractions and meanings.
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Photowalk
A photographic recording that gathers moments, rhythms adn adjacencies of a terrain.
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Project
A layered drawing that transforms a photowalk through naming, sectioning, seeding, adn programing.
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Place
A field of names that refer to strategic and tactical operators of a 
terrain.

Ground
A sequence of sections through a photowalk

Armature
An infrastructure that holds the seeds of a project

Notation
A program of pccupancies in time and place
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Perspective
A sequence of montages that relate multiple intiations on a horizon
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Line Drawing
A drawing that constructs a landscape from a terrain by calling out 
things - objects, topographies, divides.

Mithiterrain
A ground that extends from the confined Mithi of maps through the 
agency of design projects that build resilience.
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Dabbawalas: 
The Ti�n Carriers

Questions of status 
for employees

Inconvenience of 
bringing lunchbox in 
train rush hours

Desire of home-
made proper food

Linear city structure

Suburban residential area

Business and o�ce area

Linear railway 
system
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EXPERIENCE-DRIVEN DIAGRAM
Photowalk about the experience of 
dabbawalas from 9:00AM to 12:00PM
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Dabbawallas DabbawallasHealth Services

Morning Afternoon

Health Services

Health Services

Sanitation workers - Chemical testing products
 -  Portable potties

Doctors - Medicine
 - Stethoscope
 - Other testing tools
 - Stretchers


